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ABSTRACT
The electrometallurgkal processing of spent fiel developed at Agonne National Laborato~ produces a cathode

.

which contains dendrites of heavy metal (principally U), salts, and residual cadmhun. The cathode requires Iirther
treatment which is accomplished by loading it into a cathode processor to first purify and then consolidate the heavy
metal,

The principal steps in cathode processing are the cathode is loaded into a crucible and both loaded into the cathode
processoq the crucible is heated under vacuum to an intermediate temperature to distill the salt and cadmium from the
crucible, the crucible is heated further to melt and consolidate the heavy metal; the crucible and charge are then cooled
forming a heavy metal ingot in the crucible moId.

The cathode processor development program has progressed through the design, fabrication, qualification, and
demonstration phases. Two identical units were built. One (a prototype unit) has been installed at Argome’s site in’
Illinois and the other (the production unit) has been installed in the Fuel Conditioning Facility (FCF) at Argome’s
Idaho site, Both units are presently in operation.

The most recent activities completed in the FCF fiel processing project were the EBR-11driver fieI and blanket
fuel demonstration phases. All of the cathode processor success criteria were met during these demonstration phases.
These included finalizing the operating conditions applicable to irradiated i%eland process throughput criteria.

INTRODUCTION
One of the key features for the treatment of Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-11) spent fuel at Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) is the separation of fission products from the uranium fuel (Benedict et al., 1997). Metallic
uranium fiel, burdened with a multitude of fission products, is initially separated by an electrorefming operation.
Additional recoveries of the uranium product are realized by a distillation process. In addition to the separation of the
fission products, treatment of the spent fiel enables the neutralization of the elemental bond sodium which was essential
for heat transfer during reactor operations.
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Spent fuel treatment begins with the delivery of the fuel to the Fuel Conditioning Facility (FCF), described by Goff
et al, ( 1994). Currently, spent fiel is being stored in two locations: the Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) and the
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. Depending on its origin, the fuel is either dismantled into elements from
assemblies or retrieved directly as elements from storage containers. Initial fuel element handling operations are
performed in the air cell of FCF.

The fuel elements are then transferred to the argon cell of FCF for element chopping. Elements are chopped into
segments, collected in perforated baskets, and loaded into the electrorefiner. Electrorefming is performed by placing
the chopped fiel elements into a molten LiC1-KCl electrolyte (salt) for dissolution and electrotransporting uranium as
a cathode product (Mariani et al., 1997). The cathode product is primarily uranium coated with eutectic salt loaded with
fission product chlorides (and small amounts ofresidual cadmium in the case of the driver fiel). Final recovery of the
uranium in the cathode product is achieved by distilling the chloride salts and cadmium in a cathode processor by
vacuum retort (Westphal et al., 1996). A casting step following distillation allows for isotopic dilution and sampling
of the uranium product. Fission products of the irradiated fuel are retained in the electrorefmer and placed into suitable
waste forms before final disposal discussed by Goff et al. (1998) and Keiser et al. (1997).

The subject of this paper is the cathode processor, a vacuum retort and heavy metal (HM) consolidation fiumace.
The present development program can betracedto&gome’s original research on spent fielprocessingwhich included
studies using an experimental retort built to test the concept of recovering uranium from molten metal solutions (such
as a zinc-magnesium soIution) by retorting, leaving the uranium behind’(Lent et al., 1969). The original experimental
units were not designed to achieve temperatures high enough to melt uranium (1 132 “C).

The cathode processor is an extension of the early work. The present equipment is capable of retorting cadmhun
and salts as well as consolidating the HM (primarily uranium) remaining in the process crucible. The development of
this equipment has progressed from small scale tests to fill scale prototype testing. Most of the development program
was completed concurrently with the design efforts for the full scaIe equipment.

As the development and testing program progressed a number of changes were made. Early enhancements have
been described previously (Westphal et al., 1996). As experience is gained in the integration of the cathode processor
with the overall irradiated fuel processing operations, fi.uther changes continue to evolve. The latest changes are aresuh
of a desire to improve petiormance and reliability or to increase throughput. The equipmen~ described below,
represents the present configuration.

EQUIPMENT
The cathode processor equipment, shown in Fig. 1, consists of the vessel and its internals, a support structure,

dedicated loading mechanisms, vacuum system, instrumentation and control equipmen~ and miscellaneous ancillary
equipment, Two identical units are in operation: the prototype equipment used for development at the ANL Illinois site
and the production equipment resides in the FCF Argon Cell in Idaho.

Processing occurs in the vessel. The vessel and its internals (the cathode processor) are configured as a concentric,
bottom-loading vacuum retort and melt furnace. The bottom loaded unit allows for efficient materials handling,
promotes efficient (gravity assisted) mass transfer, conveniently accommodates furnace/condenser tiermal isolation,
accommodates differential thermal expansion, and locates the vacuum seals in low temperature regions. The cathode
processor also provides the confinement boundary necessary to meet project safety requirements.

Themajorcomponents of the cathode processor, shown in Fig. 2, arethevessel, the induction-heated-furnace region
inside the vessel at the top, and the condenser/collector region inside the vessel at the bottom. The induction-heated-
fumace region uses a passively cooled induction coil and a graphite fiumace liner that acts as the susceptor. The
condenser region includes a passively cooled condenser and a receiver crucible which collects the condensate.

The vessel is 64 inches tall and is made ofSS410 to eliminate the potential for damage from the process cadmium
and salts, and because it has acceptable strength at the operating temperatures. The upper and lower shell course ID’s
are 34 and 26 inches with 1/4 inch thick walls. A 1/4 inch thick copper liner is installed inside the vessel near the vessel
wall, as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of this liner is to minimize. the induced power 10SSfrom the induction heater to
the ferromagnetic vessel wall,

The induction coil is installed inside the vessel, supported from the cover flange. Power is supplied to the coil by
buss bars which pass through the power feedthrough in the cover flange, as shown in Fig. 2. The original induction coil
is capable of supplying 12 to 13 kW to the fiu-nace load (the graphite liner/susceptor). The coil is passively cooled,
relying on radiation heat transfer to the vessel wall. The vessel rejects heat to the Argon Cell by natural convection and
radiation. The induction coil is fabricated from a solid copper conductor with a rectangular cross section. The coil turns
are spaced by comb-shaped insulators that keep the coil in place.

The t%rnace-liner assembly consists of a graphite furnace liner, a 90% tantahm/10% tungsten transition piece, and
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a base, This assembly forms the upper portion of an inner confinement chamber.
The furnace liner/susceptor forms a dome over, and a cylinder around the process crucible. Graphite fiber

insulation is placed above the liner as well as between the copper induction coil and the furnace-liner assembly to
thermally isolate the fimace and limit the temperature rise of the induction coil. The transition piece supports the
furnace liner and was designed to minimize downward conduction heat transfer while providing support and
withstanding the thermal stresses caused by the large temperature gradient (as large as 720”C).

The crucible assembly consists of the splatter shield, process crucible, radiation shield subassembly, and the
condenser/receiver crucible subassembly. These components are routinely installed and removed from the cathode
processor for cathode processing operations. The crucible assembly is shown in Fig. 1 in the handling
(loading/unloading) position.

The process crucible is constructed from graphite and is sized to accept the electrorefmer cathode products. Total
crucible volume is 15 liters. The crucible interior is coated with a zirconia wash to prevent contact between the HM
and graphite and to insure mold release. A tantalum splatter shield is placed on top of the crucible to minimize HM loss
from the crucible, caused by splattering from the molten HM. Four thermocouples are located in the furnace region to
measure the process crucible temperature.

A thermal radiation shield assembly consisting of a base, conical formed tantahun sheets, upper flange, and support
legs is positioned under the process crucible to reduce downward radiative heat transfer, enabling the passively cooled
condenser and receiver crucible to remain sufficiently cool during operations.

The condenser/receiver crucible subassembly consists of the condenser, support can, and receiver crucible. The
condenser and support can are fabricated from SS4 10. Receiver crucibles are fabricated from SS41O or mild steel. The
condenser is passively cooled, relying on thermal radiation to the vessel wall. He;t rejection is more than adequate,
typically freezing condensate to the condenser wall unless the auxiliaxyheater (shown in Fig. 2) is turned on. Receiver
crucibles are sized to accept the largest quantity of condensate anticipated in operations.

As shown in Fig. 1, the vessel sits elevated above the floor of the Argon Cell. The elevated height is 75 inches.
This elevated support is necessary because the cathode processor is bottom-loaded. The cathode processor equipment
includes all the dedicated equipment to pefiorm the bottom loading. The elevated installation requires that the vessel
be remove from the support stand and placed on the floor for maintenance.

To load the cathode processor, the crucible assembly is stacked (as shown in Fig. 1) on a dedicated loading device
and the entire assembly is bottom loaded into the vessel. The blind flange closes and seals the bottom of the vessel
during the loading as shown in Fig. 2. This crucible assembly/bottom flange rides on a trolley-rail system that can be
moved both up-and-down and in-and-out. It is translated under and raised into the primary vessel for processing
operations, but lowered and then translated out for handling (loading and unloading) operations.

When the crucible assembly is loaded into the vessel, part of this assembly, the condenser/receiver assembly,
engages the furnace-liner assembly Iiftiig it about 1/8 inch. These two assemblies then form an inner confinement
chamber to confine the process materials. The two assemblies are free standing inside the vessel which allows for
unconstrained thermal expansion. This inner confinement also isolates the induction coil from the process vapors.

Since the process takes place in a vacuum, the inner chamber must be evacuated. This is accomplished through the
bottom of the condenser/receiver assembly which is configured as a labyrinth. The labyrinth has been demonstrated
in testing to be very effective, allowing the non-condensable gasses (primarily argon) to be pumped out but confining
the condensable vapors (cadmium and salts) to the inner chamber.

The vacuum pump system also resides in the FCF Argon Cell next to the support stand, as shown in Fig. 1. The
pump system is a recent upgrade in an effort to improve reliability. The system utilizes two oil free mechanical pumps .
(Model Aboslute 500) manufactured by the Vacuum Research Corp. The pumps can be operated either in parallel or
singly. The system is packaged for remote installation and maintenance. The vacuum pump system is connected to the
vessel through a piping, manifold, and valve system in the valve carrier assembly and isolation valve assembly.

The valve carrier assembly is a free standing frame (attached to the support stand and the vacuum pump) on which
much of the in-cell argon cover gas and vacuum system controls are mounted. The isolation valve assembly includes
two solenoid actuated solid body valves in series. These valves fail closed on loss of supply gas (argon). The purpose
of the isolation valves is to isolate the contents of the cathode processor from the Argon Cell atmosphere in the event
of an accident. The isolation valve assembly also includes a pressure gage and pressure relief valve located between
the isolation valves and the vessel. The assembly is connected to and supported by a nozzle (3-in. pipe size) in the
vessel.

The vacuum distillation and HM consolidation operations are summarized below.



PROCESS DESCRIPTION
[n operation, a process crucible containing cathode product is loaded into the cathode processor. After loading,

the auxilia~ heater is turned onto preheat the condenser and the vessel is evacuated to less than 1 torr. Heating the
condenser region is necessary because the passively cooled condenser tends to operate at temperatures below the
freezing temperature of the condensates unless it is heated.

The important parameters during processing are the pressure, temperature, and time at temperature. The pressure
is controlled by the vacuum and argon cover gas system described above. The process temperature is controlled by
controlling the induction heating power level. Figure 3 shows the process temperature, pressure, and power time history
for a recent test run in the prototype cathode processor. The pressure and power are plotted to a log scale, terminating
the plots when the values go off scale.

This run was made to demonstrate thattieproto~ecatiode processor(adtiw, tieproductioncatiodeprocessor)
is capable of processing a large batch of cathode product. The crucible charge for this run was 38.138 kg of dendritic
cathode product produced by electrorefming depleted uranium (DU) from simulated fuel hulls.

Referring to Fig. 3, shortly after the run was started (-!4 hr) with the pressure below 1torr, the induction heater was
turned on (-11 kw) and the process temperature began to rise. The vesseI continued to be evacuated during this initial
heating phase. The crucible and charge were heated to a preprogrammed intermediate temperature(1100”C) and held
for 30 minutes to distill the salts from the HM intheproduct. The power during theholdperiod was about 7 kW. The
temperature hold period at the distillation temperature insures the distillates are removed from the charge.

The distillate vapors transfer downward through the anmdarregionbetweentheprocess crucible and the Iiner,past
the radiation shield and into the passiveIy cooled condenser. The cadmium and saks condense and then drain into the
receiver crucible.

Afler the distillation hold period, the pressure was increased to 600 torr and the vessel isolated from the vacuum
pump. The elevated pressure during the HM melt phase has been demonstrated to minimize the loss of HM from the
process crucible from splattering. The heating was resumed at the end of the hold period (at about 13 kw) to raise the
temperature to a level sufficiently above the melting point of the charge, 1250°C, to consolidate the HM remaining in
the process crucible. The maximum temperature was held for one hour to insure a complete reek. The power level
during the hold at 1250°C was about 10 kW. The induction heater and the auxiliary heater were then turned off, the
cathode processor cools, and the molten HM iieezes to form an ingot.

The run was successful, producing well formed 29.391 kgDUingoL 8.448 kgsrdt condensate, and 0.299 kg(l%)
DU 10ss.

The basic process sequence, described above and shown in Fig. 3, is a Iypical sequence as developed for the
prototype cathode processor bus as discussed below, has been refined for the processing of irradiated fiels in the FCF
cathode processor.

In FCF, when the processing is complete and the cathode processor unloaded, the HM ingots are transported
downstream for sampling and packaging for storage. The cadmium and salts in the receiver crucible are transported
back to the electrorefmer, where they are recycled.

The testing that has been performed in the prototype cathode processor is discussed in more detail below.
TESTING IN THE PROTOTYPE CATHODE PROCESSOR
The prototype cathode processor has served many valuable functions during its years of service. Among these

fi,mctions are:
● Development of the hardware
● Development of the process cycle
● Explorations into many crucible materials and configurations
● Support for other projects that needed a high-temperature furnace

This section presents an overview of how the prototype cathode processor has been used in each of these areas.
When the prototype was tirst assembled and operated, there were relatively few significant problems with the

hardware. But as the operations extended to higher temperatures and larger charges of condensable material, tsvo
shortcomings became evidenh the condenser design tended to run too cold, and the induction heater was inefficient.

To solve the condenser problem, a new condenser was designed with less heat transfer surface are% configured to
minimize heat conduction be&veen the condenser and the support structure, and was configured for easy cleaning by
mechanical means, if necessary. The new design resulted in the condenser operating at higher temperatures and
satisfactory performance.

One of the early changes addressing the induction heating capacity was to reduce the required heating by reducing
the fimace heat losses as described in Westphal et al. (1996).



Several changes were also made to the prototype hardware in an effort to increase induction heater efficiency. In
this context, efficiency is a measure of the power delivered to the load for a given current in the induction coil. This
efficiency is important both for being able to heat the cathode processor quickly, and also for reaching the target
temperature within the limits of the allowed coil current. The first change to improve efficiency was to reduce the wall
thickness of the graphite fhrnace liner. Since this liner is the primary susceptor for the induction coil, its resistance is
the main load for the induction heating power supply. A higher resistance for this liner did result in a small increase
in the power to the load for a given coil current.

The second change that was made to increase induction heating performance was the design and installation of a
new induction coil. This new design used a smaller diameter and more turns to increase the coupling to the load. The
new coil produced only a modest increase in power to the load, however, much less than expected.

Many different tests have been conducted in the prototype cathode processor to optimize the process cycle for
specific tasks. Following are some of the tasks that have been addressed:

● Achieve efficient collection of condensable salt
● Accelerate furnace cooldown, to reduce cycle time
● Demonstrate mixinjg/bIending of the metal constituents of the ingot
● Increase maximum temperature capability of prototype cathode processor

The following paragraphs describe how the prototype has been used in each of these tasks.
Proper collection of condensable salt means primarily that the salt collects in the receiver cmcible rather than .

freezing in the condenser. This depends on several parameters, including the mass of salt the distillation rate, the
distillation pressure, and the amount of preheat given to the condenser. One of the valuable insights that was obtained
during these tests was that raising the distillation pressure can help to heat the condenser in numerous ways. Besides
the obvious way ofraisingthe condensation temperature, it also delays the time at which distillation occurs intheheatup
cycle. This has the effect of allowing more time for the auxiliary heater to accomplish the preheat of the condenser.
In addition, the higher furnace temperature at the beginniig of distillation simuhaneouslyproduces ahighertemperature
at the top of the condenser.

Operation of the prototype cathode processor under vacuum is aIways best for reaching high temperatures or
minimizing the power that is needed to achieve high temperatures. ‘Ilk is because the vacuum eliminates conduction
and convection through the spaces around the furnace, and because the insulation is more effective in vacuum. This
also means that vacuum is not desirable for quick cooldown. But cooldown is the longest part of the process cycle,
because no active cooling is used. Several tests were performed to demonstrate how much time can be saved by not
using vacuum during the cooldown. The tests also showed that a helium backfill is especially effective in reducing the
cooldown time. For example, in cooling from 1300”C to 150°C, the cooldown time under vacuum was 30 hours; with
argon backfill it was 22.5 hours; with helium backfill it was 13 hours. The data from these tests is shown in Fig. 4.

Homogeneity of the product ingot from the cathode processor is importan$ especially when the cathode processor
is used to “blend down” enriched uranium. Although the prototype cathode processor is never used with enriched
uranium, it was possible to do an interesting test to demonstrate its blending capability. The material used in the test
consisted of 7.8 kg of natural uranium (processed in an electrorefmer) and 19.3 kg of depleted uranium. The
combination was melted and held above the melting point for 60 minutes. The resulting ingot was then sectioned and
sampled at 36 locations. Each sample was analyzed for uranium isotopic content. Since the natural and depleted
uranium have distinctly different ratios of U-238 and U-235 (140:1 and 500:1, resp.), the isotopic ratios of the samples
should give a good indication of mixing. In fac~ the samples had very consistent isotopic ratios, with a standard
deviation of less than lVO. This confirms that the cathode processor can provide very effective isotopic blending of
uranium.

For some tests in the prototype cathode processor, it is important that temperatures greater than 1600”C be
achieved. This is 200 ‘C higher than the original design capability. For this reason, a sequence of tests was performed
to explore the high-temperature capability of the prototype. The goal was to determine if relatively simple changes in
hardware or operating methods might lead to a substantial increase in the peak temperature capability. The f~t problem
was that more heating power was needed to achieve higher temperatures. The induction power supply had adequate
capacity to provide the power, but the cables, feedthroughs, and connectors in the induction coil circuit were already
operating at their nominal design limit of 500 amperes. And it was unclear if the induction coil itself would overheat
with the higher current. The first stage of testing served to demonstrate that currents as high as 600 amperes could be
used with no particular problems. This gave a rather significant boost (approx. 500A)to the peak power and allowed
testing to proceed at higher temperatures.

Extending prototype cathode processor operations to higher temperatures impacts both the prototype, and the



enclosure that surrounds it. This enclosure is the primary safety boundary that protects personnel from the radioactive
and hazardous process materials, as well as the argon gas that fills the enclosure. Higher operating temperatures in the
prototype would present extra risk to the windows and seals of the enclosure. For this reason, temperatures on the
enclosure were monitored carefhlly during the high-temperature tests. The final result of the tests was the demonstration
that the prototype cathode processor could achieve temperatures as high as 1650‘C, with no serious problems with either
the prototype or its enclosure. The factor limiting the upper temperature was the available heating power, given a coil
current limit of 600 amperes. Many usefil experiments can be conducted within the 1650”C temperature limit.

Most of the tests in the prototype cathode processor have been in support of crucible development. The crucible
used in the cathode processor has to meet several difficult requirements:

1. Withstand the thermal cycle,
2. Re!ease the uranium ingot,
3. Not interact with or contaminate the ingo~ and
4. Be reusable, preferably without extensive preparation.
Graphite has been the base material for much of the crucible work, because of its high-temperature strength and

resistance to thermal shock. But it reacts readily with uranium and must be coated to prevent contact with the uranium.
Even slight contact between the mohen uranium and the graphite causes an interaction that leads to the ingot being
fmly stuck in the crucible. This usually requires destruction of the crucible to recover the ingot. Other crucible -
materials, such as ceramics and metals, have also been tested. But the stringent requirements, especially with the
presence of chloride salts, presents a difficult material selection problem.

Coatings for graphite crucibles have focused primarily on wash coatings: wash coatings are coating materials
suspended in water or solven$ and are applied to the cmcibles by sponging, brushing, sloshing, or spraying. Warming
the crucible may help the coating process, particularly when spraying. Sometimes the coated crucible is baked before
use. Among the materials tested as wash coatings are ahunin~ yttri~ and zirconi~ various application methods and
binder systems have been tested, based primarily on commercially available products (ZYP Coatings, Inc. Oak Ridge,

m.
Neither the alumina nor the yttria coatings were successful. The alumina ftiled to adhere well to the graphite, and

the yttria was attacked by the chloride salts. As a resul~ neither wash coating gave adequate protection to the graphite.
The zirconia coating, on the other hand, maintained its integrity quite well. It protected the graphite from contact with .
the uranium and gave good mold release. Forthesereasons, this coating has become thestandardforthe process, in spite
of two serious drawbacks: the coating must be re-applied before every use, and there is an interaction between the
coating and the uranium.

This interaction with the zirconia coating results in the formation of uranium oxide and metallic zirconium at the
ingot surface. These reaction products are not a particular problem in themselves, but represent an undesirable loss of
uranium from the metallic process stream. It is for this reason that efforts are continuing in the development of crucibIe
coatings and materials.

Another type of coating that has been tested is a plasma-sprayed coating. This has the promise of producing a
denser, harder coating that can withstand multiple process cycles. Based on the recommendations of the vendor
(Applied Coatings, Inc, Columbus, OH), multi-layer coatings were applied to several graphite test crucibles. One
plasma-sprayed coating was rhenium followed by tungsten; the other was rhenium, followed by molybdenum, followed
by a graded mix of molybdenum and calcia-stabiliied zirconi~ followed bypurecalcia-stabilizedzirconia. The coatings
were tested for a number of process cycles, always with a wash coat of zirconia to minimize attack on the phisma-
sprayed coatings. Even with this protection, the coatings gradually deteriorated and flaked off. Plasma-sprayed coatings
have not been pursued fi.u-ther.

Uncoated crucibles of several kinds have also been tested. If successfi.d, the uncoated crucibles would eliminate
the time-consuming process of re-coating that is now necessruy for graphite crucibles with zirconia wash coating.
Among the crucible materials tested are ahunin~ berylli~ tungsten, and yttria. Of these materials, only beryllia shows
promise in its ability to withstand both the chemical attack of the process materials and the thermal stresses of the
process cycle. An ongoing program is developing beryllia materials and crucible designs that will provide a reliable,
multi-use crucible that needs no special preparation for every use.

Several test programs are under way in the prototype cathode processor that take advantage of the higher
temperature limit that has been recently demonstrated. One such program is the development of a composite crucible
that is proposed for use in melting a metal waste form. The metal waste form starts as a mixture of stainless steel,
zirconium, and chloride salts. The salts must be removed by distillation and the metallic components must be melted
and blended to form an ingot for disposal. This is very similar to the usual CP operation, except that the melting requires



temperatures in the range 1600-1700 “C. This range is now within the capabilities of the prototype, and preparations
are being made to conduct the tests.

PROCESSING IIUU4DIATED FUEL
During the three year demonstration program on irradiated spent nuclear fuel, operating conditions for the FCF

cathode processor have evolved as necessary to meet the changing electrorefmer product streams. Initially, small
batches were processed through the FCF cathode processor from the Mk-IV (&lver) electrorefmer and contained
negligible amounts of fission products. As the fission product loading increased in the Mk-IV electrorefmer, the batch
sizes through the cathode processor also increased. The combined effect being that conditions which were initially
acceptable were now inadequate in terms of distillation efficiency. Thus, conditions were improved for the driver
process such that more efficient distillations were performed. The processing ofmaterial from the bkmket electrorefmer
(Mk-V) started near the end of &lverprocessingand included batch sizes at least twice those experienced during driver
processing, Similar operating conditions have been performed for the cathode processing of blanket material as for the
driver material with comparable results.

The primary focus for operating conditions developed during the demonstration program for the cathode processor
is the control of temperafie and pressure. Both conditions are important for the distillation and consolidation of
material in the cathode processor.

Temperature control of the cathode processor during processing is pefiormed by two sets of redundant
thermocouples that extend into the top of the process crucible (Fig. 2). Two modes of control are available for heating “
power and temperature. Power mode heats the cathode processor at a constant power until a target temperature is
reached; temperature mode heats to a specified setpoint temperature and then holds at that temperature. Power in this
mode is limited to a specified maximum value.

There are several operating phases of the temperature control sequence for the FCF cathode processor, and each
phase has its own temperature and pressure parameters, see Table 1. For Phase I, temperature is controlled to 300°C
under the power mode. Vessel pressure is either isolated tiom the vacuum pumps or held at 0.1 torr depending on the
fhel type as explained in the pressure control discussion. Temperature is increased during PhaseIIto 1000”C using the
temperature mode. For Phase III, the pressure is reduced and heating continues to 1100”C. A one hour hold is
performed upon arriving at 1100”C. For Phase IV, the cathode processor is brought to its maximum temperature during
the run, 1200°C, and held for half an hour. Temperature is not controlled for Phases V andVI but is allowed to decrease
naturally. A plot of typical temperature and pressure curves for driver and blanket fiel processing is given in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively. For these particular runs, the vessel pressure was not increased during the cooldown after 900°C.

Table 1. Operating Phases for Temperature and Pressure Control
Operating Temperature Control Hold Vessel

Phase Range (C) Mode Period W Pressure (tom)

I Ambient to 300 Power None 0.1

II 300to 1000 Temperature None Isolate or 0.1*

III 1000to 1100 Temperature 1.0 0.1

IV 1100 to 1200 Temperature 0.5 0.1

v 1200to 900 NA None 0.1

VI 900 to Ambient NA None Ambient

* Dependent on driver or blanket fiel, respectively

Although there are six different operating phases, two temperatures are of primary interest to cathode processing:
1100°C and 1200”C. The extended hold period at 1100°C has been developed during the course of the demonstration
phase of the program to enhance the distillation of material (salt for blanket operations or salt and cadmium for driver
operations) prior to the melting of uranium at about 1132”C. Holding prior to the uranium melting point is important
to minimize the reaction of the salt with molten uranium. The hold at 1100”C was implemented during the chiver
program following the detection of fission product chlorides at the casting operation. Based on surface samples of the
casting ingo~ it was determined that small quantities (ppm) of distillate were being carried over to casting afier cathode
processing and concentrated on the top surface of the casting ingot. One hour was then chosen as the time period based
on the amount (typically less than 10g) of distillate being carried over and the overall length of a cathode processor run.

The 1200”C maximum crucible temperature was derived during the demonstration program as a compromise
between dross formation, uranium consolidation, adequate distillation time, and overall run time. During the



demonstration program, it was realized that reducing the maximum temperature from 1300”C reduced the loss of
uranium via dross formation significantly (Westphal et al., 1996). The 1300”Cmaximum temperature was based on the
initial testing program of the prototype cathode processor.

Consolidation of the cathode processor ingot is required since the ingot is loaded directly into the casting crucible
and its much more limited volume. For a few tests performed at less than 1200”C, complete consolidation was not
achieved and the ingot had to be remelted at a higher temperature. Given that the driver fkel contains 10 wt. Yo

zirconium of which small amounts are transported along with the uranium during electrorefining, 1200”C has been
adequate to consolidate the driver cathode processor ingots during the program. In fac~ according to the phase diagram
(Kassner and Peterson, 1995), up to approximately 3 wt. % zirconium could be incorporated into the uranium matrix
at 1200”C without substantial consolidation problems. For the blanket fiel, 1200”C is well above the melting point of
pure uranium and allows for additional processing time given the larger charges. Since implementing the hold period
at 1100”C, adequate time for distillation as well as the run itself has been achieved using the half hour hold period at
1200°c.

Pressure control of the cathode processor during processing is performed by avacuumsystem(pumps, lines, valves,
and filter), an argon gas supply, and pressure gauges. Four gauges measure pressure at the pump inle~ the manifold,
the gas supply, and the valve supply to achieve the desired vessel pressure. Vessel pressure is measured by a Varian
pressure gauge which uses a diaphragm-type sensor for pressures greater than 2 torr and a PiranLtype sensor for
pressures less than 2 torr. The vacuum system is capable of pressures down to 0.02 torr.

The pressure control sequence for the cathode processor has been given in Table 1. For Phase I, the pressure is
reduced to 0.1 torr and held constant for the first 300”C of the run. Depending on whether the material to be processed
is driver or blanket in origin, the vacuum system is either isolated or maintained at 0.1 torr for Phase IL The isolation
is due to the presence of cadmium in the driver fuel process. During Phases III, IV, and V, pressure is maintained at
0.1 torr for both driver and blanket fiel. For Phase VI, the vessel is pressurized to ambient to decrease the cooling time.
Figs. 1 and 2 show typical plots of the pressure control sequence for driver and blanket fuel cathode processing,
respectively. For these particular runs, the vessel pressure was not increased during the cooldown after 900”C.

The pressure control sequence given in Table 1 covers several phases during a cathode processor run and includes
temperatures to distinguish the different phases. Different phases are required based on the different
distillation/condensation temperatures of cadmium and salt. If not for the cadmium associated with driver fiel
processing, the pressure could beheld at 0.1 torr for the entire run as for the blanket fuel. The temperature of 300°C
was chosen as the starting point for isolation of the pressure during driver fuel processing based on the vapor pressure
of cadmium at 0.1 torr and the desire to minimize cadmium distribution throughout the cathode processor. At 1000”C,
isolation of the vacuum pumps from the vessel is complete and the pressure is reduced back to 0.1 torr. By correlating
the condenser temperatures with the crucible temperatures, the end of cadmium distiUation/condensation can be
estimated and thus, evacuation resumed. Final pressurization during cooldown was chosen to start at 900°C to maximize
the distillation of salt while minimizing cooldown time.

As a part of the demonstration program, specific success criteria were established for the FCF cathode processor,
as well as other equipment in FCF, during driver and blanket processing. For the driver fuel, a throughput of 16 kg per
month for three months using f~ed operating conditions was established to confm the repeatability of the driver
process. During the three month driver repeatability period, approximately 19 kg per month was processed through the
cathode processor under fixed conditions. For the blanket tie], a one month throughput of 150 kg was established as
criteria to demonstrate the capability of higher processing rates. Approximately 207 kg of uranium was processed
through the cathode processor during this one month operation. In addition, as a result of the demonstration program
it was expected that acceptable operating conditions for the cathode processor could be specified. These acceptable
operating conditions are the conditions discussed above and are given in Table 1.
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